
Meeting of new folk music project (so far without a name) 
at the home of Jackie Huston 
February 6, 2012 

Present 

Maura Volante 
Ranald Thurgood 
Rodney Norman 
Hollis Morgan 
Jill Shipley   
Matthew  McAnally 
Wendolyn  Nicholds 
Jackie Huston 

Opening song: John Kanaka 

Ranald acted as chair. 
Jackie took minutes; Maura edited and sent out minutes. 

Agenda introduced to the meeting 

Everyone speak around circle: Who are you and what brought you here?  
What do you want this group to do? 
Break 
Focusing on initial plans: what, when, who 
Discussion of a name for this group. 
Final round: How do you feel about what we have discussed, final thoughts  
Final song 

Maura introduced herself and her ideas  
I am a singer and leader of community singing; I have done a lot of performing, 
but what I do now is to facilitate group singing and social dancing, in situations 
like workshops at festivals and other gatherings, as much as I can. It is difficult 
because people always think about performing when they think about singing. 
When people want to do more singing, all they know about is performance 
situations: choirs, karaoke, solo singing at open stages, etc. Many would be 
happier to sing recreationally but there are no venues, no structures for that sort 
of thing. When I talk about what I do, people are not familiar with the notion of 
recreational singing.  

I use folk music because I love it and also because it works well with group 
singing: the tunes are simple and the melodies carry their own bones, making it 
unnecessary to accompany them with instruments. The lyrics are easy to 
understand and to learn; they make sense right away and there are often 
choruses and other kinds of repetition.   

Folk music isn’t heard as much as it used to. Now we hear professional 
singer/songwriters performing. I want to start a movement to sing more in the 
community, recreationally.  



Rodney: I have a background in traditional folk songs and singing. I have 
stopped going to the Ottawa Folk Festival because there just isn’t much 
traditional music and music in the traditional style.  

Jill: I grew up with music , folk songs; I play guiter, sing with Shout Sister. I sing 
because it helps me feel great. 

Hollis: I have long been a folk music lover and singer and am also a 
singer/sonwriter. I am currently president of Spirit of Rasputins, which runs 
events in different venues around Ottawa. It is primarily focused on 
singer/songwriters. I run a website intended to be an information source for folk 
music in Ottawa (currently temporarily dormant). 

Matthew John MacInelly: Irish descent – invited here, no idea what to expect. In 
middle of overwhelming experience being here. Don’t know how I can 
contribute but have a passion for folk music and dancer. I love all kinds of music. 

Wendolyn: I am part of transition Ottawa. I play guiter since I’m 16 and have 
been involved in folk songs all my life. Collected lots of songs and sang in 
folklore choir. I want to enhance my guiter playing. I have gone to Blue Skies 
Festival for years. 

Jackie: I come from a musical family and background. I enjoy singing, 
recreationally and I am part of a regular songcircle. 

Ranald: I come from a musical family from the Maritimes. I am a folklorist, I sing 
traditional songs and play fiddle. I want more folk singing; these days what is 
called folk music is mostly by professional musicians. I want music to be more 
owned by the people. 

Question:  What do you want this group to do? 

Maura: My idea is to start an entity/project to increase opportunity to do more 
music. There are several song circle type groups and open jams, very wide open 
types of music. There are many people in this town who might like to sing 
traditional folk music in a participatory manner. I want to have more events in 
the community that are not performance-oriented. 

Wendolyn: agrees, wants the connection and opportunity to sing, not perform. 

Maura: Maybe do workshops, on a theme. Maybe song circles in localized areas. 
Maybe during the day for people who don’t want to go out in the evening. There 
are lots of possibilities. 

Query:What is meant by folkmusic?  Discuss later in evening 

Rodney: I want more traditional folk music to sing and hear. I am thinking of 
older music i.e. before 1850’s back to child ballards. More exposure to this in 
Ottawa. 

Jill: I want to join in and sing. Not so much an organizer but just want to share. I 
want to sing to be happy and balanced. 



Ranald shared some ideas about history of what folk music was and has evolved 
into, with the various streams of academic folklorists, left-wing appropriation of 
folk music, commercialization and transforming into current situation 
dominated by singer/songwriters. 

Hollis: 2 years ago I coordinated jam sessions at folk festival. Singable songs 
were a huge hit and people loved it. Spirit of Rasputins is going but is more 
performance oriented. I want there to be more singable songs and communal 
singing that engages people for fun without great effort. 

Matt: I don’t know that I have much to contribute. I sing and dance and came 
because Wendolyn brought me. 

Wendolyn: I value connection and I play alone and want to get together with 
people to share music and playing, not all alone. I have some rural property, an 
intentional community that lives there and can make music there. Venues to 
offer.  

Jackie: I would like to contribute and share in making more music occur in 
Ottawa for non-professional singers, within limits of a busy life. 

Ranald: Music has become more formal and professional and ordinary folk don’t 
feel comfortable participating. Want more venues for local folk music. 

(Break) 

Ranald talked about respect with regards to managing discussion not in the form 
of taking turns around the circle, and Matt commented on it. 

Question: Do we want to go forward ? Where do we go from here? 

Hollis addressed what Dean Verger had done with Rasputin’s and how it has 
tried to be recaptured  

Ranald: Would S of R be open to what we are talking about? 

H: Yes we would encourage and court this. It has been singer/songwriter 
oriented but we want more participatory and traditional events. 

Jill: lets do it! 

Wendolyn: Maybe transition Ottawa can host some events like a folklore club. 

Question:Transition Ottawa - What is it?  

Wendolyn: It’s a philosophy of likeminded people who work together to 
recapture old skills and ways to live locally – food- music –gardening-
sustainability. It’s a website and local venues – a networking tool to bring 
likeminded people together on various ideas. 



Rodney: Trad folk clubs in Britain are more open mike and some occasional pro 
singer. Maybe have events at Westboro Beach in summer – Newport restaurant 
bar? Trad Almonte song circle sings traditional songs 

Jackie: Other people are interested and have ideas but cannot come tonight and 
we need to hear from them too. 

Organizational— set-up another meeting – flow ideas through Maura for now 

Needs a name—brainstorm, no discussion, just ideas:  

Talking singers, fancy folk, take back the singalong, traditional singing, 
participation singing, new folk revival, singalong revival, folksong network, 
pockets of songs, old songs network, oldtime songs, singable songs, folklore 
singalongs, real voices Ottawa 

Ranald: problems with language: folk, traditional, roots,  all have interpretations. 

Question? What type of music?  

Maura: Old songs that are easy to sing, easy to learn, easy to understand, have 
been sung by a lot of non-professionals over time. 

Jackie: Songs that make transitions and have different versions.  

Ended with three songs: 

Log drivers waltz, I’s the B’y, Donkey riding 

  


